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Abstract    

The aim was to determine accuracy by sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp) of thermographic imaging test  in the 
granulation of uninfected diabetic ulcers in medical Center. 29 diabetic type 2 with 41 uninfected diabetic ulcers were 
transversally design comparing granulation area by thermographic image respect to standard by pathological anatomical 
study. The results of uninfected diabetic ulcers were in predominance for type 2 and type A    by Wagner and  University 
of Texas  classification in 70.7% and  51.2% respectively. The diagnostic test had Se in 100%, Sp in 71.4% and accuracy 
in 90.2%. The accuracy was ideal. 

1. Introduction 

The International Diabetes Federation states that "every 30 seconds a leg of a diabetic is amputated somewhere 
in the world and causes an economic expense five times more in those with ulcers than those who do not have it” [1].  

Diabetic ulcer is a chronic continuity solution caused by factors such as peripheral neuropathy, peripheral arterial 
disease, precipitate deformity due to inadvertent trauma in a patient with hyperglycaemia[2].The morphological 
characteristics of chronic ulcers are size, shape, anatomical site, pain, exudate and bed[3].The healing phases of chronic 
ulcers are inflammatory, proliferative and remodelling[4].The proliferative phase is characterized by angiogenesis, collagen 
synthesis and wound contraction and have its microscopic correlation in the presence of blood vessel formation, 
extracellular matrix, chronic inflammatory infiltrate and presence of fibroblasts that are arranged in layers [5]. Biopsy of 
chronic ulcers can identify the etiological diagnosis and histological content [6].  

A systematic review concluded that non-invasive imaging techniques such as digital photography, hyperspectral 
imaging, thermography, laser doppler imaging and focal microscopy have immense potential to evaluate healing of chronic 
ulcers in progress and severity over time [7]. Medical infrared thermography is an imaging technique that studies human 
thermal physiopathology as a diagnostic method that captures and records  infrared electromagnetic thermal energy 
emitted by  human body radiation and that transforms it into an electronic image signal, which is amplified to a monitor in 
colour tones according to magnitude[8].A narrative review states that infrared thermography has been successfully used 
to detect complications related to the diabetic foot because it is fast, non-contact, non-invasive and allows visualization of 
the temperature distribution of the foot[9].Thermographic  measurements in perilesional to intralesional temperature 
difference from 1 to 3 ℃ are related to a granulation state and  from 3 ℃ to more as an infection with respect to a clinical 
pattern of infectious symptoms and signs[10].  

The identification of new technique in  physiological evaluation of  healing of diabetic ulcers, measurement of  
accuracy of the granulation activity with respect to histological pattern and the methodological contribution in  diagnostic 
tests in  use of thermography in diabetic ulcers justified  to determine accuracy by sensitivity, specificity of the 
thermographic imaging test respect to histological test  in the granulation of uninfected diabetic ulcers treated in a diabetic 
foot unit. 

2. Material and methods 

This study  had a cross-sectional design of simple diagnostic tests about  thermographic imaging test  versus 
histological study test respect to granulation of diabetic ulcers. The dependent variable was  presence  of  granulation  in  
diabetic ulcers  with qualitative  measurement   and independent variables were  thermographic   imaging  test  and  
histologic study test  with qualitative measurements. The population were all diabetic foot ulcer patients evaluated  in 
“Innovaciones  pie diabetic” medical Centre . The sample size was a minimum of 41 ulcers calculated by  Bugang et al  
methodology[11]  in considering  sensitivity in 100% and  specificity in  66.6% (preliminary study)  and  prevalence of Latin-
American study[12].The observational unit and analysis was the granulation area of the non-infectious diabetic ulcer. The 
inclusion criteria were diabetic ulcers that had been submitted to instrument called "Thermalulcer", located in foot, previous 
preparation  of bed ulcer   and a minimum  of one month in healthcare . The exclusion criterion were   diabetic ulcers in  
metabolic , infection  and vascular urgency. 

The collection technique was called "Thermalulcer" validated by 3 experts. The methodology was  to obtain clinical 
data and images which was performed by a family physician after training. Image analysis was performed by principal 
researcher , biopsy by a trained physician and histological analysis by a pathologist. 
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The examination oriented to  peripheral neurovascular part and ulcer was performed by “Thermalulcer" instrument 
mentioned above. Thermographic  imaging was obtained from  FLIR E60 camera (infrared resolution 320 × 240 pixels and 
thermal sensitivity of < 0.05°C). The patient's approach was at rest 15 minutes prior to taking image, distance from ulcer 
to camera focus was  20 to 30 cm  perpendicular to   ulcerative surface using  laser pointer  under  identification number, 
good light and ambient temperature of 20 to 25 degrees, humidity of 60 to 80% according to American Thermology 
Academy guidelines[13]. 

The analysis of  ulcerative imaging  was performed by FLIR Tool software where were identified  on intralesional 
and outlying  areas with white-red (hottest ) and blue-black  (coldest ) and  identification of granulation   was identified by 
calculation of  outlying thermal average minus value of a hottest intralesional point  being  between 1 and 3 °C according  
to  Chanmugam et al[14], Baharara et al[15], and Fierheller et al[10]methodologies. The biopsy was guided by camera 
using a skin punch needle (diameter of 2 mm )and  the hottest point was identified by camera taking  security measures to 
avoid bleeding or contamination. Finally, histological study  was performed by conventional microscopy of sheet prepared 
with haematoxylin and eosin considering  histological criteria  according to Bassetto et al[16]. 

Descriptive and analytical data was using EPIDAT version 4.4 . The study was approved by an ethics committee 
of the Faculty of Medicine of the National University of Trujillo. Informed consent was performed on all patients and following 
guidelines corresponding to the World Medical Association's Declaration of Helsinki. 

3. Results 

The patients recruited and evaluated were 29 diabetics with uninfected ulcers. Predominant characteristics were 
male gender with 62.1%, average age was 60.83 years, these patients were type 2 diabetics in 100%, diabetes time   of 
more than 5 years ago was 62.1%,  oral diabetes treatment with 93.1%, regular treatment was 37.9% and presence of 
amputation  in 37.9%. Ulcer was unique in 51.21% (21 patients), two ulcers in 19.51% (4 patients) and three ulcers in 
29.26% (4 patients), peripheral neuropathy and peripheral  arterial disease were  presented  in 75.9% (22 patients)  and  
41.4% (12 patients) respectively . 

Ulcerative exploration of  41 diabetic ulcers had  an average  time of  illness ,  conventional and adjuvant treatment 
in  2.11 months , 51.2% and 48.8% respectively. Topographic location for plantar, dorsal and both was presented in 
5.2%,46.3% and 2.4% respectively. Ulcerative dimensions  were 2.98 x 2.33 cm average length and width respectively,  
affected side and affected area was the right and front foot respectively with 68.3% each one .The  classification of diabetic 
ulcers according to Wagner  was type  1, 2, 3  in  24.4 % ,70.7% and 4.9% respectively and according to the classification 
of the University of Texas was type A1 to A3 and C1 to C3  in 56.1% and 43.9% respectively and more details of  
morphologic characteristic  in table 1.  The figure  1 showed  an case of  thermographic imaging in  diabetic ulcer which 
had  hottest area  marked with x corresponding to granulation and figure  2  showed it histologic imaging .   

The contingency table of diagnostic tests to identify granulation in  diabetic ulcers evaluated by thermographic 
imaging(evaluated test) versus histologic study( god standard test ) were shown in Table 2. The table  was shown absence 
of false negatives and 4 false positives for thermographic imaging  .Sensitivity , specificity and accuracy  were 100%(87.5 
- 100) , 71.4%(45.4 - 88.3), 90.3%(77.5 - 96.1)  respectively  to thermographic imaging test   in  41 diabetic ulcers . 

 

Table 1.  characteristics of 41 non-infected ulcers evaluated by thermographic imaging and histologic study in 
29 diabetic patients.  

 

 
 
 

 

characteristic Parameter n % 

Morphologic   General anatomical zone 
Forefoot 
Midfoot 
Rearfoot   
Specific anatomical zone 
Hallux 
Lesser toes  
Metatarsal  
Plantar midfoot and heel  
Dorsal midfoot and rearfoot  
Depth 
Superficial  
deep not bone 
deep bone 
Predominant   colour 
Red 
yellow 

 
28 
6 
7 
 
18 
10 
4 
6 
3 
 
12 
27 
2 
 
29 
12 

 
68.3 
14.6 
17.1 
 
43.9 
24.4 
9.8 
14.6 
7.3 
 
29.3 
65.9 
4.9 
 
70.7 
29.3 
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Table 2. thermographic imaging test to identify granulation in 41 ulcers versus standard diagnostic test in 29 
diabetic patients. 

 

Test  
  

 Positive histologic study  Negative histologic study Total  

n % n % n % 

Positive thermographic imaging 27 65.9 4 9.8 31 75.6 

Negative thermographic imaging  0 0 10 24.4 10 24.4 

Total  27 65.9 14 34.1 41 100 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1: thermographic imaging of  diabetic ulcer which showed in “x” the hottest area. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2: histologic imaging   of biopsy  hottest area in   diabetic ulcer  mentioned in figure 1. 
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4. Discussion  

Mukherjee et al [7] described multiple evaluative  techniques  non-invasive in chronic ulcers including 
thermographic imaging , but they did not conclude which were best, but emphasized that they were  much better than 
simple observation because it provides to physician above  severity , state of healing and  frequency of healing in time with 
accuracy and precision. Therefore, methodology of  this study were  included within techniques accepted worldwide. 

Diagnostic accuracy is the degree to which a test measures what it is supposed to measure according to Thomas 
et al[17].Sensitivity is  possibility of having condition being truly with it and specificity is  possibility of not having  condition 
being truly absent from it[18]. Diagnostic tests are preferably used to say whether you are sick or healthy in a classical 
manner but can be used for presence of certain diagnostic conditions in the clinical setting according to Thompson et 
al[19]; in the case of this study condition was  presence of granulation.  

This study has found that sensitivity of  thermographic imaging test was ideal to recognize granulation when the 
condition was present and  specificity was high allowing to recognize no granulation when condition was absent. The 
identification of 4 cases of false positives corresponded to deep ulcers where dominant thermographic imaging  
corresponded anatomically to  central ulcerative bed , giving positive by thermographic imaging  but microscopically 
fibroperiosteal and fibromuscular tissue was found  in histological study ; explanation of this result was that this area  emits 
heat by their same metabolic function but they are not granulation processes and another explanation is that  granulation 
starts from the edges of the ulcer towards centre[5].  

This diagnostic test study using thermographic imaging could not be compared respect to other similar in 
methodology. The scientific publications has reported few studies using other assessment techniques with  same subject 
matter such as: 

•Bharara et al[13] has presented a report of a case of diabetic ulcer, where it uses the quantitative thermographic 
imaging and as parameter thermal index of  ulcer that corresponds to  division of highest temperature area 
between total area.  
•Wang et al[20] has found a  good accuracy about the hardware and software in measuring the size of different 
chronic ulcers including diabetic type. 
•Languso et al[21] has  found good reproducibility among professionals on the analysis of  thermographic  imaging  
in  chronic ulcers without specifying  ulcerative type. 
•Chanmugam et al[14] have conducted a series of case studies describing  thermographic imaging  associated 
with infection, inflammation and granulation in  chronic ulcers but they  did not include diabetic types.      
•Aliahmad et al[22] have performed a study to follow diabetic ulcers for four weeks looking for perilesional thermal 
equilibrium with respect to intralesional to identify granulation using thermographic imaging . 
Physical bases of  thermographic imaging  described by Vollmer and Möllmann[23] are based on  principles of 

Planck's law considering that  radiation of an object (skin for this case)respect to  temperature function, wavelength and 
emissivity can be applied to chronic ulcers and second law of thermodynamics which is related to balancing a body or zone 
from hot to cold until equilibrium ;this was applied in  ulcerative granulation  by  high metabolic activity caused by 
angiogenesis according to Waleed et al[24]. Emissivity is a necessary parameter to take into consideration to avoid 
calculation errors in the image analysis process according to Keenan et al [25];this study considered the emissivity into 
imaging analysis . 

Although the aim of this study was not only  found thermographic reference points between the intralesional and 
perilesional areas to consider presence of granulation according to  Chanmugam et al[12] and Fierheller et al[8] 
methodologies  ; therefore, parameter such as  diabetic type  and dimensions  of ulcers considered in this study  should 
be considered in future studies .This  study has a high impact within the clinical diagnosis   because thermographic imaging  
can be used as a non-invasive and very accurate tool to help demonstrate  physiological process of healing that will prevent 
inaccuracy, monitor ulcers and impact on costs of treatments.  

In conclusion, this study was original in its design methodology to evaluate the diagnostic test of thermographic 
imaging in granulation of uninfected diabetic ulcers, finding a very high sensitivity and specificity.  Therefore, these 
innovative non-invasive techniques are recommended in the clinical context to improve the accuracy of the diagnostic 
process of granulation of diabetic ulcers. 
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